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Another week is wrapping-up… and what a week it has been- We had the ECB, we had the testimony 
of Comey before the Senate, we had the UK elections and we saw Qatar being excommunicated by its 
environment. Wow… 
We woke up this Friday morning and looked at our screens with much apprehension only to find that 
our mentor, The Market, is telling us in just a few numbers that nothing much really happened… Maybe 
Donald Trump is right and all the news is fake? 
Mario Draghi told us what we already knew; There is little to no inflation in the Eurozone, that the 
European economies are improving and that the ECB will not be changing its interest rates anytime 
soon. Wow… A wiggle in the Euro exchange rate and nothing else. The Euro/US$ exchange rate is now 
at 1.117 just a fraction weaker than it was on June first, where it traded at 1.121.  
Then we watched the circus of the Comey testimony. Fingers were pointed, powerful men asked strongly 
worded, leading questions. A stoic Comey responded from his tall perch and nothing changed- The S&P 
500 index continued to trade with a wiggle on each word, but finished the day up yet again in record 
territory. Oil which has been weak for a while remained so, just as gold traded down and the VIX dropped 
again to the “10” level.  
Then last night our British friends across the channel told May she should have gone away in May… 
Surprising her and many other observers in forcing the UK into a hung Parliament. As one would expect, 
the Pound Sterling got whacked and slapped around some, dropping from almost $1.30 to $1.274 but 
then, the FTSE 100 index is trading up some 0.50% The rest of Europe, in complete indifference to the 
political machinations of the UK, continues its upwards trading pattern. Yes, we understood that Super 
Mario is unlikely to pursue any further cuts in interest rates, but read between his lines that things are 
doing better. 
And with the distractions of testimonies out of the way in the US, we observe with a smile the rising US 
equity futures ahead of Friday’s trading. The true gage of market-sentiment being the yield on the US 
10-year Treasury Note remains utterly indifferent to the pages of ink spilled around us- The benchmark 
yield is holding steady at 2.20% 
The rift between Qatar and other Arab nations intensified Monday when Saudi Arabia closed its land 
border with Qatar and at least five Gulf-based airlines announced they will halt service to the desert 
peninsula nation. Saudi Arabia, Egypt, the United Arab Emirates, Bahrain and Yemen cut ties to Qatar 
on Monday, claiming the energy-rich monarchy is undermining stability in the region by supporting in 
the Iran-aligned militant groups. Authorities gave Qataris living in and visiting their countries two weeks 
to leave. Don’t look down on this issue as being just a “family squabble”- Qatar is no outlier to the West: 
It is scheduled to host the 2022 FIFA World Cup, a month-long international soccer tournament and the 
world's most popular sports event. This could disrupt our TV watching plans for five years hence… What 
a mess… With all the noise from the above-mentioned headlines you probably missed the small 
headline that the House of Representatives pushed through a bill Thursday that would gut many of the 
key banking reforms implemented after the financial crisis. In a primarily partisan vote, the House passed 
the Financial Creating Hope and Opportunity for Investors, Consumers and Entrepreneurs. Goodbye 
Dodd-Frank… Among the most significant provisions are measures that allow banks to escape 
heightened regulatory requirements and cut stress tests back from their current annual schedule, while 
the bill also eviscerates the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau. Or should this news be pushed back 
to the inside back-page, as it stands virtually no chance of passing the Senate… "This is a symbolic 
victory for the House Republicans," said Sean Tuffy, who oversees global regulatory intelligence at 
Brown Brothers Harriman. "The Senate's been pretty clear that they're going to pursue financial 
regulatory reform, but on their own terms." 
Well, we suppose we should be bracing for the expected big headlines of next week when the Fed will 
be telling us some more of what we think we know. While concerns about the global economy continue 
to plague investors, Paris-based OECD has forecast that the global economy is on course for its fastest 
growth in close to six years but has warned that countries need to strive to do better. Predicting that the 
global economy is set to grow 3.5% in 2017, followed by an increase to 3.6% in 2018 as confidence is 
increasing and investment and trade are picking up from low levels. If they are right, why then equities 
are not as expensive as some are saying…  but officials tend to hedge their statements- "Everything is 
relative. What I would not like us to do is celebrate the fact that we're moving from very bad to mediocre," 
said Gurria, Chairman of the OECD, adding that this doesn't mean the world has to get used to it or live 
with it but has to continue to strive to do better. We are enjoying the rally in equities but have our eyes 
peeled on the yield curve- it has been flattening… and we remember from our earlier experiences that 
a steepening curve anticipates growth… Does a flattening tell us that the party is winding down? Enjoy 
with caution…  
 
Remember that Success is getting what you want. Happiness is wanting what you get. Dale Carnegie 
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Market Weekly Highlights: 
  
 

• The greenback has marked a pause since last year’s strong rebound against all currencies. The DXY 
had reached 103.80 and then has lost ground to trade down at 97.40.  
The USD is trading around 1.1170 against the EUR and at 0.9720 vs. the CHF. The Pound is trading 
weaker at $1.2727. The Japanese Yen is weakening also against the USD at 110.75. 
The Russian Rouble is moving in a very narrow band against the USD at 57 following the oil-price 
pattern. The Brazilian Real is now trading down for the week against the USD at 3.27 as we write.  
Crude oil WTI reached $55.24 a barrel on the first day of trading on January 1st and dropped to $44 
in the first trading days of May, only to trade back up at 52 and fall back now to around $46, while 
Brent is trading at $48.  

 

• The yield on 10Y U.S. Treasuries is trading at 2.20% as we write.  The Japanese 10 year JGB is 
trading slightly higher for the week and continues to offer POSITIVE returns trading at 0.056%.  
In Europe, since the start of year we saw the German Bund trading lower in yield almost every day 
reaching almost 0.15% and then after the French election bouncing back to almost 0.50%, now is 
trading back at 0.25%. The French 10Y Yield hit 1.10% before the elections is now back trading at 
almost 0.70%  
The Swiss 10 year bond yield traded this month at around -0.019%, having bounced from -0.20% 
lows of last month and now is trading back at -0.175% as we write.  
In Peripheral Europe Italian 10Y yields crossed the 2% level having started the year at 1.71% and 
are currently at 2.11% while the Spanish 10Y yields trade 67bps lower having started the year at 
1.30% and currently trading at 1.44%.  
 

 

• Markets are up this week in the USA, DJIA is trading at about 21’180 even after the small “correction” 
of recent weeks, Nasdaq at almost 6’300, and SP500  at just above 2’430.  In reality, we are basically 
at the all time highs, or within a couple of percentage points thereof. 
In Europe stocks remain up for the month despite the “correction” of the last two days. First week of 
trading in June is positive, however we remain cautious as it might drift into negative levels down the 
road. The DAX remains up above 11% for the year, the Swiss SMI has gained 7.5% as did the other 
European indices: the best performer being the Spanish IBEX 35 at +17.15% for the year. Not so 
bad then… Nikkei is trading up for the year at 4.70%. In Latam the Bovespa is showing a weak 
+4.20% while in Asia the Hang Seng is up above 18% and Shanghai Composite at a mere +1.76%.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Highlighted items are interesting data points for the week   

   All data is compiled from Bloomberg   
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Visit www.bedrockgroup.ch 

 
 

The content of this document has been approved and issued by Bedrock S.A. and Bedrock Asset Management (UK) ltd for information purposes only. The information and opinions contained in this document are for background information and discussion purposes only and do not 

purport to be full or complete. No information in this document should be construed as providing financial, investment or other professional advice. This information contained herein is for the sole use of its intended recipient and may not be copied or otherwise distributed or published 

without Bedrock’s express consent. No reliance may be placed for any purpose on the information contained in this document or their accuracy or completeness. Information included in this document is intended for those investors who meet the Financial Conduct Authority definition 

of Professional Client or Eligible Counterparty. 

Confidentiality 

This presentation and the information contained herein are confidential. Each copy of this presentation is addressed to a specifically named recipient and shall not be passed on to a third party. 

By its acceptance hereof, the recipient agrees to keep the presentation and its contents strictly confidential and may not disclose or divulge any information contained herein to any other person. This presentation cannot be published, copied, reproduced or distributed in any manner 

whatsoever. The recipient will use this presentation for the sole purpose of obtaining a general understanding of the business, operations and financial performance of Bedrock in order to make a decision as to whether the recipient should proceed with a further investigation of the 

Funds and this investment opportunity 

Bedrock reserves the right to request the return of this presentation at any time, without the retention of any copies by the prospective investor. 

Investment Risks 

The value of all investments and the income derived therefrom can fluctuate due to market movements and you may not get back the amount originally invested. In the case of overseas investments, values may vary as a result of changes in currency exchange rates. This may be due, 

in part, to exchange rate fluctuations in investments that have an exposure to currencies other than the base currency of the portfolio. Past performance is no guide to or guarantee of future performance. 

Limitation of Liability and Indemnity 

Bedrock expressly disclaims liability for errors or omissions in the information and data contained in this document. No representation or warranty of any kind, implied, expressed or statutory, is given in conjunction with the information and data. Bedrock accepts no liability for any 

loss or damage arising out of the use or misuse of or reliance on the information provided including, without limitation, any loss of profits or any other damage, direct or consequential.  

You agree to indemnify and hold harmless Bedrock and its affiliates, and the directors and employees of Bedrock and its affiliates from and against any and all liabilities, claims, damages, losses or expenses, including legal fees and expenses arising out of your access to or use of the 

information in this presentation, save to the extent that such losses may not be excluded pursuant to applicable law or regulation. 

Any opinions contained in this presentation may be changed after issue at any time without notice. 

Copyright and Other Rights 

The copyright, trademarks and all similar rights of this presentation and the contents, including all information, graphics, code, text and design, are owned by Bedrock. 
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